BannerDrop

™

TOP PRODUCT BENEFITS
1

Incredibly strong wire cable with
breaking strength of 480 lbs
BannerDrop can lift up to 35 lbs
(standard) and 140 lbs (heavy duty).

2

Fill nearly any space with a lift
distance of 60' (maximum height).

3

Easy to swap out graphics with a
4-channel remote for a fresh look
when you want it.

4

Powered with a 120 VAC @ 60 Hz
tubular electric or solar-powered motor.

REMOTE-CONTROLLED BANNER
HOIST SYSTEM
BannerDrop is a revolutionary, remote-controlled banner hoist
system that makes installing large-format banners easier than
ever. Powered by a sleek, unobtrusive motor system mounted
near the ceiling, BannerDrop accommodates a wide variety of
hanging banners and displays.

Powered by a discreet
cabled system mounted
in the ceiling

Available in custom
sizes to fit any space
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BANNERDROP | SPECIFICATIONS
Voltage

120 VAC input

Weight

20 lbs (9.07 kg)

Warranty

1 year

Patent Number

7,234,685 B2

BANNERDROP | STANDARD SIZES
Standard sizes are detailed below. In addition to these standard sizes, BannerDrop can be custom configured
to many different sizes.

Product

Actual Unit Size

AMP Draw @120 V

Lifting Capacity

Standard BannerDrop

5"h x 46"w x 5"d

1.8 V

35 lbs

Heavy Duty BannerDrop

5"h x 46"w x 5"d

2.2 V

140 lbs

Solar BannerDrop

5"h x 46"w x 5"d

1.8 V

35 lbs

CE BannerDrop

13cm x 117cm x 13cm

.9/1.1V

15.8 kg/63.5 kg

BANNERDROP | ACCESSORIES
´´ 40' electrical cord

´´ SkyBanner framing solutions

´´ 90º mounting plates for tight ceiling or wall
mounting of BannerDrop unit

´´ Fabric framing solutions

´´ International voltage (220 VAC) with appropriate
country plug configuration
´´ Rotating system

?

´´ Custom painting to blend with existing environments
´´ Custom mounting solutions
´´ 1 & 4 channel remote control units
´´ Synchronizing of units for larger lift capacity

Britten prints everything in-house, making planning and coordinating your project easier than ever.

NEED
Our large-format, high-quality SkyBanners are an exceptional match to our BannerDrop system.
PRINT?

BannerDrop™

Contact Britten Inc to order media at 800-426-9496.
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BANNERDROP | COMPONENTS

Cable winding drum, powered
by UL rated tubular motor

NEMA 5-15P cord, 10' long

28" ceiling mount cable span

Cable indexing bar guides
the wire along the tube
Eyebold and lock nuts
for banner leveling (2)

Suspension cables for
hanging BannerDrop

Galvanized steel cables
(480 lb test)
Roller mechanism for holding
cable onto the tube

Loops for attachment to
upper banner bar

Timing mechanism links drum
to cable indexing bar

30" banner attachment span

BANNERDROP | ARTWORK TEMPLATES
Banners provided by Britten Inc specifically for BannerDrop units are referred to as SkyBanners. Upon ordering
BannerDrop, appropriate SkyBanner artwork templates will be provided. Standard SkyBanner sizes are: 5'h x 9'w,
8'h x 14'w and 16'h x 14'w. Call Britten for more information.

BANNERDROP | WARRANTY
Britten Services, Inc. offers a conditional 1-year warranty against product design and manufacturing assuming proper
installation and proper operational conditions. During the warranty period, Britten Services, Inc. will repair or replace
the unit. The warranty only applies to the original purchaser and is in lieu of all other warranties expressed or implied
for a period of one year from the date of purchase.
Britten Inc, Inc. will not warranty the following: LABOR associated with the removal or installation of the unit;
DAMAGE caused by misuse, neglect abuse, accidents, alterations, corrosive environments, and any other abnormal
service conditions.
Claims against the warranty must include: pictures of the installation; written description of the problem; and return
material authorization issues by Britten Services, Inc.
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